Abstract
Introduction
The challenge of blind image deconvolution (BID) is to uniquely define the optimized signals from the degraded images with unknown blur information. BID including blur identification and image restoration is an important and widely studied problem in computer vision and image processing. An ideal image f in the object plane is normally degraded by two unknown processes. These two processes are linear space-invariant point spread function (PSF) h and additive white Gaussian noise n which are formulated using the lexicographic notation g = h * f + n. This equation provides a good working model for image formation.
In two decades, a great number of nonlinear models in the fields of partial differential equations (PDEs) [6] and statistics [3] have been successfully introduced for a wide variety of applications in computer vision, including the total variation model [7] , the shock filter [5] , and so on. These nonlinear PDE models have proven to be very effective for image restoration and image enhancement, but only for the well adapted input data without including multiplicative, spatial degradations such as blur, e.g., Fig. 1 . On the other hand, there is somehow a gap between blur identification, image diffusion and image restoration. Most of blur identi- fication approaches are based on the regularization theory [8] which replaces an ill-posed problem by a well-posed problem with an acceptable approximation to the solution. However, the restoration results cannot be improved progressively due to the unique utilization of isotropic diffusion operators, even if the blur kernel is accurately identified. In this paper, we present an edge-driven nonlinear diffusion term and a soft PSF learning term in a nonlinear variation regularization. It has several important effects: firstly, it shows a theoretically and experimentally sound way of how local diffusion operators are changed automatically. Secondly, the double cost functions are optimized iteratively in an alternating minimization procedure with respect to the image and the PSF. The experimental results show that the method yields encouraging results under different kinds and amounts of noise and blur.
The paper is organized as follows. Double regularized total variation with edge-driven L p -norm diffusion operator, PSF smoothing and learning terms are described in section 2. Experimental results are shown in section 3. Conclusions are summarized in section 4.
Double Regularized L p -Total Variation
Most PSFs exist in the form of low-pass filters. The performances of blur identification should be based on these characteristic properties. We proposed to solve the joint PSF identification and edge-driven image restoration in an extended double regularized total variation functional ac-cording to the following:
where dA = dxdy. The estimates to the ideal image f and the PSF h are denoted byf andĥ respectively, g is an observed image. The image smoothing term is a variable exponent, nonlinear diffusion term. The PSF smoothing term represents the regularization for the blur kernel. The last term γ Ω |ĥ −ĥ f |dA is the proposed PSF learning term [9] which denotes the PSF learning error between the current estimated PSF and the final selected PSF model which can adjust and incorporate the relevance of the parametric model of the PSF throughout the process of blur identification and image restoration.
PSF Estimation in the PSF Domain
The joint total variation cost functional is alternating minimized with respect to the estimation of the image and the PSF within certain criterion. The cost function for estimating the PSFĥ given an estimated imagef and an observed image g is deducted in the form,
where β and γ are regularization parameters. Since an image represents intensity distributions that cannot take negative values, the PSF coefficients are always nonnegative, h(x) ≥ 0. Furthermore, since image formation system normally do not absorb or generate energy, the PSF should be
The main objective of the PSF learning term is to assess the relevance of current estimated blurĥ with respect to parametric PSF models which are built in a PSF prior solution space [9] , and integrate such knowledge progressively into the computation scheme. If the current blurĥ is close to the estimated PSF modelĥ f , that meansĥ belongs to a predefined parametric blur model in the PSF prior solution space.
Edge-Driven Regularization of Image
The fundamental goal is to find the restored imagef given an observed image g and an estimated PSFĥ by minimizing the image cost function. In the image domain, the cost function can be minimized in the following form,
A nonlinear diffusion functional with variable exponent [2] is considered as edge-preserving piecewise smoothing operator for the estimation of images, where
, |∇f | ≥ β (4) where β > 0 is fixed, and 
Experiments and Results

Alternate Minimization
To achieve the joint results, a scale problem arises between the minimization of the PSF and the image via steepest descent. The reason is that the ∂E/∂ĥ is x∈Ωf (x) times larger than ∂E/∂f . Also, the dynamic range of the image [0, 255] is larger than the dynamic range of the PSF [0, 1]. The scale factor changes dynamically with space coordinates (x, y). To avoid the scale problem, an alternate minimization method following the idea of coordinate descent [4] is used. The alternating minimization decreases complexity. The equations derived from Eq. (2) are numerically using finite differences which approximate the flow of the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with it,
The algorithm is described in the following:
The numerical implementation of div(φ(x, ∇f )) is based on central differences for the coefficient and the isotropic term, minmod scheme for the curvature term, and upwind finite difference scheme [7] for the hyperbolic term,
Blind image deconvolution including deblurring and denoising are processed alternatingly for the estimation of the image and the PSF. Firstly, the chosen variable exponent of p(x) is based on the computation of gradient edges in the image. In homogeneous flat regions, the differences of intensity between the neighboring pixels are small, then the gradient ∇G σ become smaller (p(x) → 2). The isotropic operator (Laplace) is used in such regions. In a non-homogeneous regions (near edges), the anisotropic diffusion filter (1 < p(x) < 2) is chosen following the gradient values continuously so that it can avoid discrete value of p(x) to hamper the edges. Secondly, the nonlinear diffusion operator for piecewise smoothing is automatically chosen during the period of image deconvolution based on the estimated PSF from last iteration. Finally, coupling estimation of PSF (deconvolution) and estimation of image (edgepreserving piecewise smoothing) are alternately optimized applying a stopping criteria. The partially recovered PSF is the prior for the next iterative image restoration, and vice versa. Hence, over-regularization or under-regularization is avoided by pixels at the boundary in the restored image. The flexibility of this algorithm allow us to use the conjugate gradient algorithm for computing the convergence. Therefore, it is faster and also requires less memory when compared with the other methods. If an image has M × N pixels, the above conjugate method will converge to the minimum of E(f n |ĥ n−1 , g) after m MN steps based on partial conjugate gradient method. A meaningful measure called normalized mean square-error (NMSE) is used to evaluate the performance of the identified blur, (x, y) ). The selected PSFs of NMSE normally has a range [0, 0.1] depending on the different PSFs.
Restoration of Degraded Images.
Experimental results are presented to illustrate the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed method. BID techniques can remove multiplicative blur, however, it is heavily influenced and restricted by some noise. Nonlinear PDE diffusion techniques have advantages on the removal of additive, random noise but can not deblur due to the underlying principle.
In the first experiment, we have studied some nonlinear PDE diffusion filtering techniques. Although nonlinear PDE diffusion methods have advantages for image denoising and enhancement, image deconvolution still needs to be incorporated to recover the structure and textures for degraded images shown in Fig. 1 . Compare to the blur identification method in Fig. 4 , the blurred noisy (30 dB) image is blur identified and restored using the suggested method. The blur is estimated using the suggested method and some structure and texture of the image are restored. The experiment in Fig. 3 also shows that the suggested edge-driven diffusion term performs better than the normal TV method for unblurred noisy images. To compare the Lucy-Richardson (L-R) deconvolution method with known PSF and the suggested method with unknown PSF, a MRI test image is heavily blurred with two different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) 20 dB and 12 dB shown in Fig. 5(a) and (d) respectively. However, the noise is heavily amplified during the L-R deconvolution with known PSF in Fig. 5(b)(e) . In the suggested method, the restored results are shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (f) . From the restored images, we can find the MRI image is more smooth while the fine details of discontinuities are preserved via anisotropic operators. This experiment demonstrates the flexibility of the proposed algorithm which can further utilize the advantages of nonlinear PDE diffusion in an adaptive and continuous way. The results of the proposed approach also show that the image and the PSF can be recovered even under the presence of high noise level and blur.
We also illustrate the capability of the proposed algorithm to handle objects degraded by non-standard blur in real-life video data in Fig. 6 . The video frames are captured from films or video test data. The degraded video objects are separated into RGB colour channels and each channel is performed respectively. Based on the estimated PSFs and parameters, piecewise smooth and accurate PSF model help to suppress the ringing effects and preserve the edges or discontinuities during the BID.
Conclusions
This paper validates the hypothesis that the challenging task of nonlinear PDE diffusion and BID are tightly coupled in a total variation regularization. Mutual support of image deconvolution and adaptive nonlinear image diffusion is demonstrated. BID is an ill-posed inverse problem. The estimated PSF is the prior for the next iterative image deconvolution and diffusion, and vice versa. The nonlinear PDE diffusion improves the results significantly based on adaptively chosen anisotropic and isotropic diffusion operators. It is clear that the proposed method is instrumental in discontinuity-preserving BID and can easily be extended in practical environments.
